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VIEWPOINT

Autistic people with intellectual disability
often excluded in studies
BY GINNY RUSSELL
21 MAY 2019

About half of all people with autism also have intellectual disability. But a great deal of autism
research is drawn almost exclusively from participants without intellectual disability, as my
colleagues and I reported earlier this year1.
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And yet, the researchers tend to generalize the findings across the whole spectrum.
This sort of selection bias has a lasting effect on our understanding of autism. It could also
undermine the search for effective therapies for people with the condition.
Earlier this year, for example, researchers reported a link between the severity of social deficits in
autism and the volume of brain areas governing memory and emotion. They found the same
association in children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. They concluded that the two
conditions may have a common biological basis.
However, 82 percent of the study’s participants have an intelligence quotient above 70, the cutoff
for intellectual disability. The findings are more convincing as evidence for a link between attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder and autism in the absence of intellectual disability.
We need strategies to eliminate the bias against intellectual disability, and to make sure this muchmarginalized group of autistic people is included in research.

Widespread bias:
My colleagues and I did a meta-analysis of 301 studies, totaling more than 100,000 autistic
participants, published in 2016 in autism journals with a moderate to high impact factor. The
studies ranged from brain imaging and genetics to epidemiology and research on therapies, and
they all framed their findings as pertinent to the entire autism spectrum.
Yet our analysis showed that 94 percent of the autistic participants do not have intellectual
disability.
In 80 percent of the studies, fewer than one in four participants with autism have intellectual
disability. Unfortunately, only about 30 percent of the studies acknowledged this bias.
Bias against the inclusion of minimally verbal autistic people is even more pronounced. Limited
language skills are common among people with autism, although this does not necessarily
correlate with their intelligence. Our analysis found that only a shocking 2 percent of the autism
samples included nonverbal or minimally verbal participants.
We then tracked down citations of the studies in our sample. More than 90 percent cited results
from studies that did not include any participants with intellectual disability as if they pertained to
the entire autism spectrum.
In a 2017 review, another team identified a scarcity of brain-imaging research in autistic people
with intellectual disability. This lack exists in part because researchers have not adequately
adapted their experimental and recruitment techniques to work for people with intellectual
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disability2.
Some repositories for autism data are similarly skewed. In the U.S. National Database of Autism
Research, which has 47,400 participants, only 11 percent have either intellectual disability or
borderline intellectual disability (an intelligence quotient below 85).
The causes of this bias are easy to identify: Verbally fluent participants are easier to recruit for
trials. People with severe intellectual disability may not readily understand research protocols and
potential benefits, so their consent is more difficult to obtain. Research instruments are rarely
designed for people with severe to profound intellectual disabilities. And of course, parents caring
for an autistic child with intellectual disability have little time or energy to participate in research.

Concerning consequences:
However, researchers must grapple with these limitations because the bias has serious
implications: In short, what researchers think they know about autism may not be accurate.
For example, the brain anomalies relevant for people who have both autism and intellectual
disability may not be the same as those in people with autism alone. Our knowledge of the
neuroscience of autism may accurately describe autistic people who do not have intellectual
disability, but researchers may inappropriately generalize their results.
Bias against intellectual disability might also affect diagnostic practices for autism.
For instance, when experts revise autism diagnostic criteria, a bias toward cognitively able
participants in the research base could skew the new criteria to identify primarily individuals without
intellectual disability. This would alter who is eligible for diagnosis, which also influences the
population eligible for research, creating a feedback loop.
Another important consequence of the bias is a paucity of evidence for the efficacy of autism
therapies for these individuals. If a service is exclusively tested on people without intellectual
disability, it may be hailed as suitable for all autistic people — but may not be. In fact, mounting
evidence suggests that traits, etiologies and responses to treatment are not the same for autistic
people with and without intellectual disability3.
Some innovative technologies and procedures may help make autism research as inclusive as
possible. A new wearable device allows for head movement during a brain scan. And a
customizable head mold can help keep a person’s head motionless in a scanner, for example.
Some researchers have developed techniques to help to coax children with intellectual disability
into a scanner.
More generally, funding agencies could support studies designed to include autistic participants
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with intellectual disability and those who are minimally verbal. When a study has to exclude these
individuals for practical reasons, researchers should justify this exclusion in their grant application.
And they should always report in their paper, including in its title, whether the findings pertain to all
autistic people or just to those without intellectual disability.
Ginny Russell is senior research fellow in mental health and developmental disorders at the
University of Exeter in the United Kingdom.
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